First-principles density-functional theory calculations have been performed on the atomistic structure, electronic structure, and distribution of antisite defects ͑AD͒ in yttrium aluminum garnet ͑YAG͒ Y 3 Al 5 O 12 . The formations of one and two antisite defects per unit cell are endothermic and the formation energy per defect is lower in 2AD than in 1AD. In the most stable 1AD structure, Y and Al are as close as possible and two oxygen atoms become unbound to Al rising the energy of their ͑highest͒ valence levels and introducing a defect level in the gap 0.25 eV above the top of the perfect YAG valence band. The binding energy between the individual substitutional defects Y Al and Al Y to form 1AD is 0.74 eV. The most stable 2AD structure is made of two single ADs linked together with one AlO 6 moiety and it has basically the same electronic structure as the most stable 1AD; it is the only 2AD structure that preserves the inversion center with respect to the unit-cell center. In this case, the binding energy between two single ADs is 0.22 eV.
I. INTRODUCTION
Natural and synthetic garnets are important materials from the point of view of their usefulness; in particular, synthetic yttrium aluminum garnet ͑YAG͒, ͑Y 3 Al 5 O 12 ͒, either pure or doped with active impurities such as Nd 3+ or Ce 3+ , is used in a wide variety of applications, such as thermal coating, optical lenses, solid-state lasers, and solid-state-lighting devices. [1] [2] [3] It is well known that native defects appear in YAG during crystal growth depending on the temperature and crystallization procedure. Extended x-ray-absorption fine structure, x-ray-absorption near-edge spectroscopy and positron annihilation spectroscopy studies have established that among the intrinsic defects, antisite defects ͑AD͒ are dominant. 4, 5 They are known to act as shallow electron traps and they affect the structure, the luminescence, and other properties of pure 6 and doped YAG. 7, 8 Antisite defects appear in YAG when yttrium and aluminum atoms exchange positions. Perfect garnets are usually described in terms of a 160 atom body-centered-cubic unit cell ͑80 atom primitive cell͒, which contains 8 f.u. of A 3 B 2 ЈB 3 ЉO 12 , where A, BЈ, and BЉ are cations in different symmetry sites. In YAG, A ϵ Y is eightfold coordinated in a distorted cubic D 2 local site; this site is traditionally labeled as the dodecahedral site because the distorted cube produces a polyhedron with 12 triangular faces and we will use this term along the paper. BЈ ϵ Al is in an octahedral environment and BЉ ϵ Al in a tetrahedral environment. Idealized cubic YAG belongs to the Ia3d ͑230͒ space group with Y in 24͑c͒ sites, Al oct in 16͑a͒ sites, Al tet in 24͑d͒ sites, and the remaining 96 oxygen atoms in ͑h͒ sites, which depend on three x, y, and z internal parameters 9 ͑Fig. 1͒. However, real YAG belongs to the trigonal R3 ͑148͒ space group as a consequence of the presence of antisite defects. 4 In these defects, BЈ cations ͑Al oct ͒ exchange positions with A cations ͑Y͒. Whereas in the higher ideal Ia3d symmetry the four cube diagonals are 3 symmetry axis, only the ͓111͔ axis maintains this character in the lower real R3 symmetry. This axis contains some of the Al oct sites in the idealized crystal. Apart from partial experimental information on the local order around the yttrium atoms, 10 little is known on the structure of the antisite defects and on their distribution. Surprisingly, antisite defects of YAG have been the subject of very few theoretical studies. Pair-potential atomistic simulations have been performed in the framework of an empirically parametrized shell model in order to describe the energetics of formation of these and other defects such as interstitials and vacancies. 11, 12 These calculations concluded that antisite defects have a lower energetic demand than other kinds of intrinsic defects and that the exchange between Y and Al oct is energetically preferred over the exchange between Y and Al tet , in agreement with the experimental observations. Regarding first-principles studies, periodic-boundary-conditions calculations of YAG and other garnets are available, [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] and embedded-cluster calculations on the structure and the absorption and luminescence of Ce 3+ substitutional defects in YAG exist, 19 but we are not aware of first-principles studies on antisite defects in YAG.
Thus, the study from a first-principles point of view of the structure and energetics of antisite defects of YAG, their distribution in the host, and their electronic structure, is the primary goal of this paper. In order to do it, we carried out and analyzed first-principles periodic-boundary-conditions density-functional theory ͑DFT͒ calculations 20, 21 in YAG with one and two antisite defects per cubic unit cell. The details of the calculations are described in Sec. II, the results for one and two antisite defects per unit cell are shown and discussed in Sec. III, and the conclusions are presented in Sec. IV.
II. DETAILS OF THE CALCULATIONS
The first-principles calculations in this paper have been performed with the periodic-boundary-conditions selfconsistent SIESTA method, 22, 23 using DFT ͑Refs. 20 and 21͒ within the generalized gradient approximation ͑GGA͒ as formulated by Perdew, Burke, and Ernzerhof ͑PBE͒. 24, 25 Normconserving pseudopotentials 26 in the Kleinman-Bylander form 27 18 The charge density is projected on a uniform grid in real space, with an equivalent plane-wave cutoff of 380 Ry, in order to calculate the exchange-correlation and Hartree matrix elements. Total energy calculations have been converged with respect to k-space integration; a k grid cutoff of 15.0 bohr was used.
All geometry optimizations have been performed without imposing any symmetry restrictions in the position of all atoms in the unit cell, using a conjugate gradient method, with a force tolerance of 0.04 eV/ Å. Starting geometries were generated from the computed atomistic structure of perfect YAG ͑Ref. 18͒ ͓a = 12.114 Å, x͑O͒ = −0.036, y͑O͒ = 0.0519, and z͑O͒ = 0.1491, in good agreement with experiment 9 ͔ upon exchange of Y and Al atoms to generate the antisite defects. Firstly, we optimized the structures of the single substitutional defects Y Al and Al Y , in order to obtain the structures and energies of the individual defects. The 160 atoms unit cell is large enough to consider negligible the interaction between the individual substitutional defects. We found that Y Al͑oct͒ is 1.05 eV/defect more stable than Y Al͑tet͒ ͑2.38 eV/defect more stable before relaxation͒; in consequence, all the antisite defects studied involve Y Al͑oct͒ and Al Y . Then, we computed the structures and energies of all possible cases of one Y Al -Al Y antisite defect per unit cell, 1AD:YAG. Finally, we computed a selection of all possible cases of two antisite defects per unit cell, 2AD:YAG, made after the conclusion of the 1AD:YAG study. We have explored the change in the volume of the unit cell produced by the antisite defects by allowing the cell to breath after every optimization of a defect. We obtained average volume increments of +0.043% in 1AD:YAG and +0.11% in 2AD:YAG. Volume effects have thus been neglected in this study, so that all the coordinates and energies in the paper correspond to a = 12.114 Å.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. One antisite defect per unit cell, 1AD:YAG
Structure
The local dodecahedral ͑distorted cube͒ and octahedral environments of the single substitutional defects Al Y and Y Al are shown in Fig. 2 . For a reference, the calculated relaxed structures of such single defects are reflected in Table I . As we will see below, the antisite defect where Al Y and Y Al are as close as possible will take an important role and, accordingly, we will label the antisite-related oxygen atoms as d1-d6 if the oxygens belong to the original YO 8 distorted cube ͑dodecahedron͒ only, o1-o4 if they belong to the original AlO 6 octahedron only, and b1 and b2 if they are bridge atoms common to the original linked dodecahedron and octahedron.
Four different Y Al -Al Y single antisite defects can be created with a defect concentration of 1AD per cell. They are shown in Fig. 3 This is what one expects of the electrostatic interaction between these defects because ͑a͒ they are both uncharged and ͑b͒ the individual substitutions do not change basically the symmetry and the orientations of the multipoles of the two sites. So, the static electrostatic interactions between them ͑meaning the interactions between the Y Al and Al Y defects without any deformations induced by their mutual interaction͒ should basically be the same as the interaction between Y and Al in perfect YAG. Then, the attractive interaction between the induced multipoles would be dominant. In other words, the elastic deformations around Y Al and Al Y due to their mutual interaction in Y Al -Al Y antisite defects are such that they attract each other. Although we like to think in electrostatic terms because all observations fit the paradigm very naturally, strain-mediated interactions between the substitutional defects could also be responsible for their attraction. This is clearly the case at very short distances since coordination rearrangements of both defects are benefiting from each other's presence ͑see below͒.
According to these first-principles calculations, the formation of a single antisite defect is a very endothermic process ͑3.72-4.32 eV/defect and 360-415 kJ/mol͒. The available pair-potential simulations led to a significantly less endothermic antisite-defect formation energy ͑0.9 eV/defect and 87 kJ/mol͒. 11 Although the first-principles value could be overestimated, it seems to indicate that the concentration of these entropic established defects is determined at high temperatures ͑close to the temperature of crystal growth͒ since they get kinetically trapped at lower temperatures by large energy barriers. Overestimation of the antisite-defect formation energy seems to be due to an overestimation of the formation energies of the two Y Al and Al Y single substitutional defects. When these are formed, the initial AlO 6 and YO 8 moieties contain more covalent bonding than the final moieties YO 6 and AlO 8 because AlO 6 is more covalent than YO 8 , YO 6 , and AlO 8 , and the PBE functional does not seem to be sufficiently accurate to describe the energetics of this bond rearrangement. Although basis set and pseudopotentials certainly contribute to the errors in these numbers, the con- vergence tests performed on these point to the exchangecorrelation approximations as the main cause of the deviation. Hybrid functionals are expected to perform better for this purpose. However, after the single substitutional defects are formed, their mutual attraction does not involve important bond changes and we should expect the PBE functional to perform well and to accurately predict the relative energies of different ADs and the binding energies between Y Al and Al Y . The same will be true for the interaction between two ADs. Relaxation energies, E r ͑1AD͒, are also shown in Table II . They are defined as the energies of each relaxed structure, E͑1AD͒, minus the energy of the corresponding stressed structures after Y and Al exchange their positions, E 0 ͑1AD͒. They are within the −6.18 to −5.56 eV/ defect range and follow the same pattern as formation energies do. Thus, the fact that the more favorable the relaxation energy is, the more stable the AD structure is, suggests an important role of the flexibility of the local environments around YAG positions.
Let us comment on the structure of the most stable single antisite defect, which is shown in Fig. 4 , the Y-Al distance is significantly increased ͑from 3.38 to 3.66 Å͒, as a consequence of a softer shielding of the oxygens on the repulsion between these cations after the rearrangement of the twelve oxygens. In the same line, the AlO 4 moieties seem to be flexible enough so as to accommodate the stress produced by the oxygen rearrangement. In fact, the contraction around Al Y is followed by a shortening of the distance between this site and Al tet1 , of the adjacent AlO 4 moiety that shares two oxygens with the dodecahedron ͑from 3.03 to 3.00 Å͒. This moiety responds with an enlargement of the Al tet1 -O distances ͑from 1.79 to 1.80-1.83 Å͒. In parallel to this, the expansion around Y Al is followed by an enlargement of the distance between this site and Al tet2 , of the adjacent AlO 4 moiety which shares two oxygens with the octahedron ͑from 3.39 to 3.44 Å͒. This moiety responds with a shortening of the Al tet1 -O distances ͑from 1.79 to 1.75-1.78 Å͒, all of it resulting in a minimization of the displacements of the oxygens in the third coordination shell of the Y Al -Al Y antisite defect and a negligible distortion beyond that shell.
Electronic structure
The band structure of 1AD:YAG does not show important changes with respect to perfect YAG. 13, 18 The total density of states ͑DOS͒ of the most stable 1AD:YAG and YAG are shown together in Fig. 5͑a͒ , where the zero reference corresponds to YAG's top of the valence band. No significant differences between 1AD:YAG and YAG are observed in Fig. 5͑a͒ ; the main characters of the peaks are Y 4p at −20 eV, O 2s at −16 eV, O 2p between −6 and 0 eV, and Y 5s and 5d at the bottom of the conduction band. However, a closer look at the highest valence and lowest conduction states ͓Fig. 5͑b͔͒ reveals interesting features: some of the valence states split up by the AD formation, introducing defect levels in the gap shifted upward 0.25 eV with respect to the perfect YAG highest valence levels. An analysis of the oxygen projected DOS ͑PDOS͒ of 1AD:YAG shows that it is almost identical to the total DOS in the highest-energy region of the valence as it was the case in YAG, 18 which indicates that the gap reduction is due to changes in the electronic structure of the oxygen atoms. A Mulliken population analysis 30 of the 12 oxygens directly involved in the AD formation does not show any significant differences in the change of their total and overlap populations; however, the PDOS of the individual oxygens are revealing. They are shown in Fig. 5͑c͒ together with the PDOS of oxygen in perfect YAG. It can be observed that the states on the three oxygens which remain at a long distance from Al Y ͑O d2 , O b1 , and O d1 ͒ increase their energy, the longer the distance the larger the energy increase, with a very significant change in the two oxygens at 2.9 Å͑O b1 ͒ and 3.2 Å͑O d1 ͒; these are very long compared with usual Al-O distances and the two oxygens might be considered basically unbound to Al Y . O b1 and O d1 present a very similar PDOS profile, though shifted with respect to each other. Of these two oxygens, O b1 was initially a bridge atom sharing the coordinations of the ref- The study of two antisite defects per unit cell, 2AD:YAG, is largely simplified by considering only AD pairs made of the most stable single ADs, where Y Al and Al Y lie at the closest distance ͑Sec. III A͒. This, together with the fact that the crystal belongs to the trigonal R3 space group, 4 reduces the number of 2AD:YAG cases to ten. This is so because the ͓111͔ axis, which is a 3 symmetry axis, contains no Y ͑c͒ sites and four Al oct ͑a͒ sites, which forces the two Y Al to be located along the ͓111͔ axis and the two corresponding Al Y to distribute randomly around it. The ten cases may be grouped in a series of four cases where the two Y Al substitutions are alternated ͑Fig. 6͒ and another series of six cases where they are contiguous ͑Fig. 7͒.
The formation energies per AD of all the ten cases, E f ͑2AD͒, calculated out of the total energies per unit cell of the relaxed structures as ͓E͑2AD͒ − E͑YAG͒ / 2͔, corresponding relaxation energies per AD, E r ͑2AD͒, and binding energies between the two single ADs, E b ͑2AD͒, in each studied 2AD:YAG case are shown in Table II . According to these calculations, two independent single ADs attract each other so that the most stable 2AD:YAG is energetically more favorable than two separated single ADs with a binding energy of 0.22 eV ͑0.11 eV/AD and 10.7 kJ/mol͒. This situation presents as well the most favorable relaxation energy per AD. From binding energies in Table II , it can be observed that not all the 2AD configurations are binding. The alternated distribution of the ADs, with the atomic sequencē -Al oct -Y Al -Al oct -Y Al -¯all along the ͓111͔ axis, is more stable than the contiguous distribution, with the atomic sequence¯-Al oct -Al oct -Y Al -Y Al -¯. Forming pairs of adjacent ADs has an energy cost of 0.2-0.3 eV/defect ͑20-30 kJ/mol͒ over distributing them evenly along the ͓111͔ axis. On the other hand, the energies of all the alternated structures are not very different. The two alternated structures whose Y Al -Al Y vectors have an antiparallel projection on the ͓111͔ axis ͑A1 and A2͒, and somehow tend to oppose each other and diminish the local dipole moment, are more stable than the other two alternated structures ͑A3 and A4͒, whose Y Al -Al Y vectors have a parallel projection on the ͓111͔ axis and tend to back each other and increase the local dipole moment. Among all, the most stable structure is A1, which is shown in Fig. 8 and is the only one with inversion symmetry respect to the unit-cell center. Because of this, it is the only structure of 2AD:YAG with zero local dipole moment with respect to ͑1/2,1/2,1/2͒. Some of its structural details are presented in Table III . The local structures of the two antisite defects are identical as a consequence of the inversion center at the Al oct ͑1/2,1/2,1/2͒ site and they are very similar to the structure of a single AD. In particular, they show the interesting features of one bridge oxygen between Al and Y becoming only bound to Y Al ͑O b1 and O b1 Ј ͒ and one oxygen initially bound to Y becoming unbound to Al Y ͑O d1 and O d1 Ј ͒. In this structure, the Al oct atom linking the two ADs seems to play an important role in its stability because the Al oct -O distances shorten from the initial value in YAG, 1AD:YAG as a consequence of it being made of two almost independent single antisite defects linked by a AlO 6 moiety.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
First-principles DFT-GGA calculations with the PBE functional have been made on the atomistic structure, electronic structure, and distribution of antisite defects in YAG in concentrations of one and two ADs per unit cell. The interactions between the two substitutional defects that make up an AD, Y Al and Al Y , could in principle be assigned to both electrostatics and mediated by strain. All observations fit in very naturally with induced multipole interactions, although we are aware we have not ruled out other pictures. The most stable single AD is made of the Y Al and Al Y as close as possible, presenting a binding energy of 0.74 eV with respect to the individual substitutional defects. While Y Al maintains the original sixfold coordination of AlO 6 and increases all Y Al -O distances, Al Y cannot retain two of the eight oxygen atoms of the original YO 8 dodecahedral moiety, which move away, and lowers significantly six of the Al Y -O distances, becoming sixfold coordinated. One of the two oxygen atoms which become unbound to Al Y is one of the two bridge oxygens between YO 8 and AlO 6 in perfect YAG; the other belongs only to YO 8 in YAG. As a consequence of their being less tightly bound to a cation, the upper electronic levels localized in these oxygens shift upward, especially those on the latter, introducing levels in the gap of perfect YAG 0.25 eV above the top of the valence band. The formations of one and two antisite defects per unit cell are endothermic and the formation energy per defect is lower in 2AD than in 1AD. The most stable 2AD:YAG structure is the only one which preserves the inversion center with respect to ͑1/2,1/2,1/2͒ and, in consequence, has zero dipole moment with respect to the unit-cell center. It is made of two single ADs linked by a AlO 8 moiety, which seems to play an important role in the stability of the structure. It has basically the same electronic structure as the most stable single AD and presents a binding energy between the two ADs of 0.22 eV. 
